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Host Institution – Ulm University Hospital
The Ulm University Hospital offers interdisciplinary, world class university medicine, health care, research and teaching links. Their highly qualified medical team with an international reputation, our friendly, knowledgeable nurses and specialists in our laboratory and technology set up around the clock to ensure that our patients recover as soon as possible.
2020 Goals

- Successfully support the 9th EIM European Congress in Hamburg, Germany (November 2020)
- To organize and establish an introductory course for primary care physicians and exercise specialists
- Approach medical technology and sports equipment providers for sponsorship
- Host events for patients to be active with heart disease

Accomplishments to Date

- Founded in January 2017
- Organized and supported eight EIM European Congresses throughout Europe
- Implemented a regional research network
- Gained membership in the MEDICA Tradefair and participate in annual MEDICA Trade Fairs
- Established contact with national health insurance to finance EIM pilot projects
- Stated a project called 'Join the Healthy Boat' – the implementation of physical activity and healthy lifestyle at schools and kindergartens
- Submitted a grant proposal with the support of the German National Medical Association
- Providing guidance about heart and cancer patients